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STAR DRAPE
Our Star Drape is an elegant solution when you need to create a flawless starry night effect. 
They come in white or full range RGB to bring your creative vision to life.

CLASSIC SHOW-LED STAR DROP

The classic Show-LED  
Curtain is the industry-   
standard Star Drop Drape. 
Road tested and used 
around the world, the 
Classic LED drape offers 
the most realistic Star 
Drape available.

 » Black Encore Drape 
 » Uses White LED lights
 » LEDs are placed in the black Encore fabric 

forming constellations and star fields, divided 
over 8 DMX channels

 » Classic controller is supplied with stock 
programs and can run without additional 
DMX control

 » Controller can also be programmed 
manually and the settings can be saved 
inside the controller

 » Controllers can easily be linked together  
to control different curtains joined together

CUSTOM SHOW-LED SOLUTIONS

Our Custom Show-LED Solutions are only limited by your creativity. 
Partner with us to customize any Star Drape style and shape that your 
event calls for. Just give us your specifications including size, shape, 
and color spectrum, and we will create exactly what you need.

Learn more about our Show-LED Solutions at bit.ly/dkstardrape

CHAMELEON SHOW-LED STAR DROP 

The Show-LED  
Chameleon has the  
same features as the 
Classic, but with stars in 
every color. Choose  
color changes, twinkling 
effects and chases.

 » Black Encore Drape 
 » Full range of RGB colors
 » Provides 8 DMX output channels with  

a maximum of 512 LEDs per controller
 » Offers the same features and easy  

programming options as Show-LED Classic,  
but in any given color

 » By following the menu structure on the LCD 
display, the controller can be programmed  
at a glance: color changes, twinkling effects  
and chases among other options
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